Caitie works in educational programming at the Cleveland Metroparks Zoo. She is an animal lover, and, even better, knows so much about what makes them tick. Elias is her buddy, her protector, and her family member.

In June 2020, Caitie was setting up her first household of her own. While her children would be there some of the time, sometimes she would be there alone. It seemed like the right time to go to the APL and look for a canine pal. The APL adoption staff recommended that she meet Elias, who, they thought, would love a home with kids, and also be sweet, cuddly company for Caitie. Caitie’s children, now 11 and 8 years old, came to the APL to meet Elias. All three of them fell for the cheerful pup, and Caitie adopted Elias that day.

Elias couldn’t know then how lucky he was. When Caitie made the decision to adopt Elias, she knew she was making a commitment to him for the rest of his life. Whatever problems arose, they would work through them as family. And some problems did arise. Despite his smooth, handsome exterior (he is a striking mix of German Shepherd, Akita, Bulldog, Chow and more), Elias came with some insecurities. The most difficult was the separation anxiety; Elias got extremely nervous when left alone. When Caitie first discovered this, she experimented with adjusting his environment to make him feel more secure. For example, he seemed more upset in his crate than outside of it, so she now leaves him in a small, contained area in the house when she leaves him alone. He tolerates those times much better as a result. She also consulted her veterinarian, who prescribed a mild sedative for Elias to use in particularly stressful times (the family laughingly calls it his “sleepy cheese.”) These interventions have decreased his separation anxiety, enabling Elias to live a happier, calmer life. Caitie continues to work with Elias on other training as well, including teaching this energetic, loving dog to remain seated when greeting people; at his size and energy level, he can bowl people over in his exuberence!

It’s not all work, though. There is plenty of time to play with the kids. He has made a dog buddy (a friend’s Cavalier King Charles Spaniel) and he’s always eager to make more. He loves most every dog and person he meets, and he meets plenty of people. Elias, you see, has an active social life. He goes to Starbarks…er, Starbucks for his pupcups, plays with his pals at doggy daycare, and

Continued on page 6
Just as I was wondering what to write in this issue of Pet Patter, an email landed in my inbox. It was addressed to our entire staff from our Medical Director, Dr. Allison Lash. Despite her beyond hectic schedule, she took a few minutes to celebrate some notable accomplishments and share gratitude with our team. A team that is paving the way for the Cleveland APL’s next chapter in serving the animals and people in our community as an animal resource center and not simply a shelter. Here are the stories that she recounted off the top of her head that played out over a 48-hour period.

A cat who was diagnosed with hyperthyroidism at the Cleveland APL. Our veterinarians prescribed medication that would be required for the remainder of her life. That day, our adoption team found a family who understood her condition and was committed to treating her and giving her a loving home.

A small dog who was attacked by a big dog. The dog’s owner absolutely adored his severely injured pet but only had $95 to his name. Through the Cleveland APL’s project CARE, the poor dog received the care his loving owner was desperate to provide and went back home with the person he loves.

A stray, “feral” cat who came in through our Trap-Neuter-Return program to be neutered. Once he was sedated, our surgeon found extensive wounds on one of his rear legs. Unfortunately, they would require much more care and handling than giving him some antibiotics. Our Animal Welfare Clinic team kept him overnight to assess his behavior and ability to be treated. When they came in the next day, they described him as the “pick me up we need today!” and “the coolest cat ever!” Treatment was started.

Another friendly, stray cat who came in to be spayed. She seemed healthy, but after testing, we learned she had an infectious and potentially life-threatening virus called feline leukemia. Her finder had nowhere for her to go. Thanks to our Second Chance Program, we were able to perform specialized testing that identifies the stage of disease and helps to determine the cat’s prognosis. Happily, results showed that she could go up for adoption to a family who will provide for her special needs.

A cat whose owner had called everywhere trying to get a veterinary appointment. We didn’t have open appointments, but our team fit her in. All she needed was a quick visit and a prescription for antibiotics.

A cat who came in through our animal admissions department. By the end of that day, she was starting to look a little unwell, so our team tested her for panleukopenia, a highly contagious, often life-threatening virus. She had it. But because of her sparkle and the new spaces where we can more safely treat animals with infectious diseases, she was set up for care.

A dog who came in through our humane law enforcement team. He had been shot and was transferred to the APL by a local emergency veterinary clinic. His case is under investigation, and he will receive the assessment and care that he needs at the APL.

All of this happened in a two-day span, on top of our “usual” activities, and during a time when our team has been stretched so very thin by the impact of COVID-19. Despite that, our work went on, and everyone stepped up to make sure that we were here to help the animals and people who needed us.

Stories like this play out at the Cleveland APL every single day. To say that I’m proud to work with a team that makes these things possible is an understatement. To say that it’s a privilege to provide this level of care to animals and the people who love them is a giant understatement. To say that I’m deeply grateful to you for making this work possible...well, I have no words that would do justice to how I feel.

Thank you for giving Dr. Lash a reason to compose that email and our entire team so much to celebrate. We humbly share our celebration with you and thank you...very sincerely.
A Letter from Our Capital Campaign Spokesdog

In a perfect world, this would have been my last letter to you as the Spokesdog for the Cleveland APL’s Unleash the Dream Capital Campaign, but the humans keep saying this phrase “global supply chain shortage,” which has made everything move a little slower. I don’t really get what that means, but they’ve said it so much that I guess humans everywhere are dealing with it. Bottom line is that it’s taking a lot of time to get the stuff that people have ordered—hopefully not my dog food!

My friends at the Cleveland APL had originally hoped to be done with all of their construction by the New Year, but if 2020 and 2021 have taught us anything—it’s to expect the unexpected. Now, my friends are being flexible while they wait for the final supplies that are needed to complete construction to arrive at the Cleveland APL.

For example, it was very strange not to have kennels in the dog adoption area. Imagine coming to visit and seeing an empty room where you were used to seeing adoptable dogs! The humans kept promising the kennels would arrive soon, though. Thankfully, my APL friends are really good at adapting and did just that!

While they were waiting, adoptable dogs could be seen in the newly renovated dog holding spaces, which have bigger, nicer kennels, just like the cages that will be in the dog adoption area. It wasn’t perfect and my friends struggled at times to find space for more dogs, but they made it work!

Another thing that the APL focused on in 2021 was helping animals avoid coming to the shelter at all. Through a number of programs they call “pet retention initiatives,” they were able to help animals in ways that meant they didn’t have to be admitted to the APL, and that’s better for everyone. I mean, the APL is a really, really nice place, but it’s still not home. That also made this “global supply chain shortage” thingy and delays in construction more manageable and less stressful for my friends.

I know that’s a lot of big words, but what it means in dog-terms is that more animals stayed in homes where they were loved and that is the best news! The APL was able to help provide care to pets who have loving owners at affordable prices, helping to avoid surrenders. For other animals, the APL was able to use rehoming programs to help these animals find new homes without having to come to the shelter at all, leaving more space for animals who had absolutely nowhere else to go or were sick or in danger.

When construction is finally over, the Cleveland APL will be ready to help even more animals, and this year will be a great new adventure! I can’t wait for you to be able to come and visit the completed new facility. Thank you for being a part of the Cleveland APL’s long history of making happily ever afters happen. I hope you’re as proud of this amazing organization and all of my friends as I am.

Of course, there’s still time to help out the Cleveland APL as they finish raising funds for this amazing project. Please visit www.UnleashtheDream.org to learn more and donate today.

To Make a Donation to the APL:
Visit us at www.ClevelandAPL.org or mail your check to the Cleveland Animal Protective League, Attention Development Office, 1729 Willey Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44113. (Tax ID: 34-0714644)
Another Happy Tale

Frida Katlo: A Purr-fect Happily Ever After

The COVID-19 pandemic has been sad, frustrating, and exhausting. Still, it has enabled some people to make positive changes in their lives. Some have found they like working from home; others have developed closer relationships with family members. And some people who had been considering getting a pet discovered it was the right time to welcome a new family member. That was the case for Erin who came to the APL in March 2020 to look for a cat. Erin is a health care worker, and in March 2020, she could see that significant life restrictions were looming. This was, she reasoned, a good time to get a cat, and get the cat settled in while she was working from home.

And a “home” was something Geller desperately needed. For Geller, the APL had been something of a revolving door. The pretty Tortoiseshell girl first was surrendered with two other cats because their owner was moving and could not take them along. She was at the APL for about a month, and then was adopted. However, that placement was short-lived, when she and her new feline sibling got off on the wrong “paw,” and her new owner returned her to the APL after just a couple of weeks.

That’s how Geller happened to be at the APL when Erin came in to look for a kitty. Erin had just returned from Mexico. She chose the name Frida Katlo, naming her after the Mexican artist Frida Kahlo. As Kahlo was known for her colorful paintings and personality, the name seemed perfect for a spirited cat.

Erin was prepared to release Frida into the apartment room by room, so Frida would be comfortable. Frida had other ideas, though, and immediately toured the whole apartment, locating the most comfortable and interesting places. Frida learned her new name in no time and came when she was called. She slipped out the door a couple of times, but quickly returned, perhaps understanding that the streets couldn’t compare with her new home.

Just to sweeten the deal, shortly after Frida came home, Erin made the most of her time in COVID confinement by constructing for Frida, from delivery boxes, a castle of her very own, complete with a drawbridge. Frida understood that she was the princess for whom this magnificent fortress was made, and went inside, peeking her head out the top turret.

Erin and Frida continue to live quite happily. To Erin, Frida’s feistiness is simply her personality. As Erin’s work-at-home co-worker, Frida has learned the joy of string cheese, the rattle of the wrapper, and the fun of a snack break. Frida tries to reduce Erin’s stress by coaxing her away from her work for play breaks, too. Frida flirts shamelessly with Erin’s guests, loves snuggling with Erin, and happily sits with her on the second-floor porch, observing her neighborhood subjects.

For Frida, the third time was the charm, and this beauty got the rich life she deserves. If you would like to follow this feline royalty on Instagram, you can do so at @princessfridakatlo.
Thank you to the 2021 Cage Sponsors!

We are so grateful for the support from the following friends who showed their commitment to our animals by sponsoring a cage in 2021.

Cat Cage Sponsors

Genny Adamo  
Jerry & Vera Bednarski  
Courtney & Aviv Ben-Meir  
Robin & Steve Bracy  
Dick & Barb Chernus  
Cathy & Bill Christopher  
April & Joe Clark  
David Cohen & Angela Ruiz  
Andrea Hall Corrigan  
Chris Cox & Lauren Hayes  
David Downing  
Kara Downing  
Marianne Eggett  
Jane Elias & Family  
Doug & Sheila Epp  
Phil & Dana Fastenau  
Cyndi L. Fazio  
Nora Fennessy  
Jean H. Fisher  
Sue & Mitch Frankel  
Amy Georgalis  
Christine Gill  
Mark & Alissa Gustetic  
Stephanie Hampson  
Nancy Hansen  
Lindsay & Carter Hawkins  
M.L. Hejra  
Christopher Hendryx  
Hill’s Science Diet  
Judy Hunter  
Jerald & Doris Johanson  
Ken Ganley Auto Group  
Don & Joan Kimmel  
Nancy & Peter Kole  
Anita Krivis  
David LaSalvia, DDS  
Amanda & Mark Lisachenko  
Darleen McGeady  
Medical Mutual of Ohio  
Denise & Michael Merritt  
Jeff & Kathy Phillips  
Gayle & Don Prebis  
Cynthia Prior  
M. Richmond & Wm. Watterson  
Monica C. Sako  
Sara Scheuer  
Lynn, Jill, & Heather Schieda  
Crisy & Charles Scholl  
Jaymie Shanker  
Kelly Shankland  
Scott & Carey Spencer  
Jetse Sprey & Sarah Matthews  
Nancy Stemmer  
David & Cheryl Storgard  
Sullivan Orthodontics  
Dawn & Dennis Swit  
Kathy Tatman  
Sue Ellen Utley  
Elizabeth Vogle  
Claudia & Jerry Watermeier  
Carole Weinberg  
William I. Weisberg  
Dick & Jane Whitehead  
Amy Zeager & Greg Martin  
Patrick M. Zohn

Dog Cage Sponsors

Anonymous (3)  
Connie & Murray Altose  
The Art of Real Estate  
B. Baetz-Greenwalt  
Ken, Katie, Tim, & Krista Beitl  
Marge Cantlin  
Jessica Choromanski  
Cathy & Bill Christopher  
Michael & Sarah Cohan  
David Cohen & Angela Ruiz  
Chris Cordle & Susan Palmer Cordle  
Kara Downing  
Robert K. Drake  
Jane Elias & Family  
James & Barbara Eppele  
Maryellen Fedeli  
Mary & Anthony Foti  
Kris & Fred Geis  
Green Dragon Crew  
Carol & Graham Hall  
Nancy Hansen  
Linda Harper & Jim Martin  
Chad & Lauren Hartup  
Sharon Harvey  
Laura & Daniel Hudak  
Judy Hunter  
J.P. Farley Corporation  
The Kaiser Family  
David Kaufman & Roseann Armenti  
Charles & Donna Keberdle  
Ken Ganley Auto Group  
Tom Kiczek Charitable Fund  
Don & Joan Kimmel  
Gretchen Kocher, DVM  
Laura Kreiner  
La Bodega  
Holly Lash  
Amy A. McDonald  
Gerald L. McGill  
Beth Mikes  
Kenneth T. Misener  
Michael, Denise & Amanda Mikhail  
Jon & Patty Nagy  
Oatey  
Kim Osadczuk  
The Patels  
Debbi & Jeff Perry  
Gayle & Don Prebis  
Sally Rachek  
Kay & Bill Rannells  
Michael D. Reep, MD & Wyatt Clark  
Neal & Welsie Restivo  
Amanda Romeo  
Linda Schneider  
Dr. Terri Shawhan  
Al Smith  
Scott & Carey Spencer  
Margaret Stanard  
Tucker Ellis, LLP  
Sue Ellen Utley  
Kate Vlasek  
William I. Weisberg  
Jack Wilson & Carol Blixon  
Lee & Ageleke Zapis

Small Mammal Cage Sponsors

Stephanie Ash & Thomas Rehman  
Jane Elias & Family  
Cindy Slezak  
Al Smith  
William I. Weisberg
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**Pucks and Paws—Save the Date!**

**Sunday, March 27, 2022**

It's FINALLY back! The Cleveland Monsters invite all four-legged friends and their “people” to the 12th Annual Pucks & Paws event at Rocket Mortgage Fieldhouse on Sunday, March 27, 2022. The Monsters will be playing the Charlotte Checkers, and faceoff is at 3 p.m.

The APL has always been the beneficiary of the dog tickets, and again this year we will also receive a portion of the “human” tickets that are bought through this special offer. In order for the APL to receive the additional fundraised portion of the human tickets, please download the flyer on our website, mention the APL when you order your tickets over the phone, or use the pass code “APL21” when purchasing online to buy your tickets to this fun event for you and your pooch!


---

**Happy Tale**

**Elias**

...continued from page 1

Elias loves going on car rides with his mom and is excited about his pupcup!

Enjoys car rides with his mom. He loves his time at home, too, where Caitie makes him homemade dog biscuits nearly every day. And there are the stuffies from the Dollar Store—he is working on a world record destuffing time!

Caitie loves Elias and is proud of the progress he has made. And Elias? He’s well-loved and lucky to be a part of this family that will be his, forever.

---

**The Cleveland APL Provides Accessibility for All on the Website**

The Cleveland APL is thrilled to announce the addition of a new and critical feature on our website—accessibility and language support.

To ensure all of our clients and supporters can access information and services without barriers caused by language and other reading challenges, everyone now can customize their experience on ClevelandAPL.org through a range of tools.

On our website, you can activate this inclusive support simply by clicking Language/Accessibility in the top bar. Choose from a range of features, including translation into over 100 languages, text to speech functionality, reading aids, and styling options. This includes adjustments to color, font type, and size.

Providing an inclusive experience online is extremely important to the Cleveland APL. We are committed to ensuring that access to our programs and services through our website for all who need them is as barrier-free as possible.

---

**The Cleveland APL’s animals are fed Hill’s® Science Diet® pet food.**

---

**Offsite Adoptions**

For dates and times, visit our website at www.ClevelandAPL.org.
The Eleventh Annual Fur-Get-Me-Not Telethon will be broadcast on Channel 3 live from the Cleveland APL on Thursday, April 7, from 5 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. This event will bring together the community and inspire viewers to help the thousands of animals that will come to the Cleveland APL for help this year.

Tune in on April 7, and see vignettes that will showcase the diverse and meaningful work the APL does to rescue, heal, nurture, adopt, and advocate for animals in need. All funds raised during the telethon will benefit the Cleveland APL.

Don’t Miss the Chance To Feature Your Furry Friend(s) In The 2023 APL Pet Calendar Contest

If your adorable furry friend is star material, then don’t miss the chance to feature them in the 2023 Cleveland APL pet calendar honoring our area’s much-beloved pets! To enter the contest, visit our website at www.ClevelandAPL.org or call 216-377-1628 for more information. Remember to enter before Saturday, July 23, for the chance to make your furry friend a star!

Also, look for the calendar contest voting again this year on our website in August!

Volunteer at the APL

Share your love of animals and become a Cleveland Animal Protective League volunteer.

Interested in helping the animals at the Cleveland APL from your own home? Email our foster team at Foster@ClevelandAPL.org to join our amazing foster team today!

Interested in helping the animals of the Cleveland APL in our shelter or at events? Check out our website at www.ClevelandAPL.org for more information and to submit an online volunteer application.
Hold onto your Heart—It’s Zoya (the Destroya)!

Zoya is living a wonderful life. But Zoya’s future didn’t look so bright when she first came to the APL.

Zoya, then known as Zoot Suit, arrived as a tiny puppy with a large medical problem; she was a “swimmer puppy.” While the name of the condition sounds lighthearted, it can be serious, even life-threatening. Swimmer puppies are born with a flat chest, and their legs splayed out to their sides. They cannot stand or use their legs properly. Their heart and other organs are pushed up toward their lungs, making breathing difficult and sometimes leading to pneumonia.

Luckily for Zoot Suit, the amazing veterinary team at the APL has experience with swimmer puppies, and knows the care needed to help ensure they lead happy, normal lives. Along with excellent nutrition, swimmer puppies may need water therapy, massage, and repeated practice standing and walking with assistance. To provide this intensive therapy, the APL staff turns to experienced animal lovers who can devote the necessary time: foster parents. Foster parents are a vital part of the work done at the APL. Every year, hundreds of animals are sent into the care of these big-hearted foster families, who, in exchange for love and kisses, provide love, medication, and exercise to animals who need it. Then, the foster families say a hard goodbye, and send their foster animal on to his or her new home.

Zoot Suit’s foster hero was Kelly, an experienced foster mom. Kelly previously foster “failed” with Blue, a senior boxer who Kelly fostered then adopted from the APL. Blue passed away in late 2020, and Kelly decided to take a break from fostering. But then she saw the video of 5-week-old Zoot Suit, and she knew she could help. Kelly brought Zoot Suit home, “with a strict conviction that this was just a foster and I would NOT keep her.”

Kelly worked with Zoot Suit to get her legs fully functional, watching her grow strong and celebrating milestones specific to swimmer puppies, like the first time she was able to sleep on her side. Zoot Suit adored another of Kelly’s boxers, Suzie, and Kelly’s “two one-eyed cats.” She quickly settled into life at her foster home. She even got a new name, to reflect her fighting spirit. She was christened “Zoya” (and nicknamed “Zoya the Destroya”). And, yes, Kelly decided that Zoya had found her permanent home as well.

Zoya has been paying back all the love that Kelly gave her. When boxer Suzie recently passed away, Zoya was a great comfort to Kelly. And Zoya has made a best friend, a “17-year-old blind and diabetic Miniature Pinscher.” Zoya is great with senior animals yet still loves rambunctious play. She has her forever family—the people and animals she loves deeply. She cherishes her stuffed toys, enjoys doggie day care, and delights in running on the beach. She “loves a good stick” and collecting them on her walks. And, she has won the hearts of her grandparents.

So, Zoya, the puppy who was not going to stay, will never have to leave.

Kelly recalls fondly, “the thing that really stole my heart was how sweet and gentle and quirky she was. Zoya is clunky and klutzy and snores like a bear. She is a great dog.”

Thank you, Kelly, for falling in love with a foster dog and giving her the best happily-ever-after and what truly is a foster success story!
Making a Difference

Thank You So Much!

Edgewater Yacht Club
For donating to the Cleveland APL through its Doggy Day donation.

Giant Eagle—West 117th
For hosting its annual holiday pet supply drive benefitting the Cleveland APL.

Good Soil Lutheran Ministries
For donating to the Cleveland APL as a part of its pet blessing service.

Nurenberg Paris
For choosing the Cleveland APL as its October NP4CLE charity of the month.

Pinecrest
For hosting its Halloween 5k Fun Run benefitting the Cleveland APL.

Propaganda Coffee
For donating to the Cleveland APL through its Brunch Without Villainy series.

Sherwin-Williams
For donating to the Cleveland APL through its PAWS (Pet Advocates Within Sherwin-Williams) fundraiser.

Tremont Athletic Club (TAC)
For collecting Wish List donations from their members to support the Cleveland APL.

Thanks to the generosity and efforts of everyone involved in these events, more than $3,000 was raised to help the Cleveland APL and our animals.

We also appreciate the additional in-kind donations we have received from our friends and supporters.

Thank You to Our Friends at the Wenk Family Charitable Foundation

This holiday season, our friends at the Wenk Family Charitable Foundation helped people realize that you can’t buy love, but you can adopt it. Over the course of two weeks, the adoption fees of all adult dogs and all cats were reduced thanks to a generous grant from the Wenk Family Charitable Foundation.

In those two weeks, a total of 233 animals were adopted thanks to Wenk Family Charitable Foundation’s support—208 cats and 25 dogs went home, animals like long-term resident Clinton. We’re grateful for the support of the Wenk Family Charitable Foundation and all of the caring adopters who helped give these amazing animals homes for the holidays!

Thanks to our Friends at Giant Eagle West 117th

This holiday season, our friends at Giant Eagle West 117th decided to offer their resources to help the Cleveland APL and were able to collect a truck-full of dog food, treats, toys, and accessories, as well as a monetary donation to help the animals at the Cleveland APL. As encouraged by Giant Eagle Store Leaders, the West 117th store chose the Cleveland APL based on their team’s passion for animals in hopes that their donation could help four-legged animals in need in our community. Thank you so much for this amazing donation that made a difference for our animals!
Other Ways to Give

Many generous individuals choose to donate to the Cleveland APL in lieu of giving gifts for birthdays, weddings, anniversaries, Bar Mitzvahs, Bat Mitzvahs, etc. Their thoughtfulness is a wonderful tribute to their love for animals. Call 216-344-1353 if you would like to learn more about how your celebration can help the APL’s homeless animals.

In addition, many individuals choose to give through a workplace giving program.

The Cleveland Animal Protective League is a member of Greater Cleveland Community Shares. Community Shares supports local nonprofit organizations working for long-term, sustainable solutions to build a stronger Cleveland. Learn more about Community Shares at www.communityshares.org, and please consider supporting the APL through workplace giving.

Federal employees also have the opportunity to give to the APL through the Combined Federal Campaign (CFC). The mission of the CFC is to promote and support philanthropy through a program that is employee focused, cost-efficient, and effective in providing all federal employees the opportunity to improve the quality of life for all.

The Cleveland APL’s Combined Federal Campaign number is 29857. The Cleveland APL’s Tax ID number is 34-0714644.

Visit the APL

Make sure to check our website at www.ClevelandAPL.org for the most up-to-date open hours.

Shelter Adoption Center Hours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mon., Wed., Fri. &amp; Sat.</td>
<td>10 a.m. to 5 p.m.</td>
<td>216-771-4616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday &amp; Thursday</td>
<td>11 a.m. to 6 p.m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>Noon to 4 p.m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Animal Surrender Hours (Intake)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday - Friday</td>
<td>11 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.</td>
<td>216-771-8825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>10 a.m. to 5 p.m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

affoGATO Cat Café Hours

Cat lounge hangouts and adoptions by appointment only.

Phone Number: 440-941-5130

Tributes

The following tribute gifts were received between October 2021 and December 2021. A tribute gift of $75 or more is recognized in Pet Patter.

In Memory of Individual

Alex Bill and Charlene Burges
Sandra N. Ananewich Thomas Hlavaty
Shelby Lippis Anderson Jean Lippis
Catherine Antoszkiewicz Bob and Carol Antoszkiewicz
David and Frances Dickenson; J.L. Thomas & Company, Inc.; Kris and Sandy Krems; Nancy, Phil, Michael and Max Trelxer; Joe and Rosanne Uvegas; Dan and Peggy Zahn
Otto Arbttauer, Jr The Andrews Family; Friends and Family of Otto Arbttauer; Mary Hromco; Stuart, Tom and Marcia Pasch
Regina Bednarski Jerry and Vera Bednarski
James C. Bican Den and Doreen Buncak
Carleen Bonds William Bonds
Raymond Braskie Patti, Amanda and Nick Braskie; Judy Cascio; Cameron and the Carter Communications Team; Turner Construction Company
Vince M. Call Lisa Evans; Lisa and Tracy Evans; Ernest and Elaine Rocco
Judith Ann Cantwell Vanessa Meyer; Allen and Marilyn Splete
Ron Cappellazzo Norman Alt David A. Carr Stephen Barndt
Joe Chylik Anonymous; Kerianne, Graham, Kelsey, Brendan and Cooper Hearns; Mary Orosz; Harvey Roddick; Howard Slater, Mark, and Rebecca from Cedar Brook Group
Michael Clock Deborah Chapman; Kevin and Kathy Muldoon
Paula Ann Cohol Diane Rupert-Harmion
Hugh J. Corrigan Andrea Corrigan
Dawn Crain The Lacey Family and Pumpkin
Thomas P. Dattilo David Thomas
René Deran-Doris Sara Ivory; Katherine Miller
Irene Dever Paula Broski and Margie Kornsak; Richard and Janet Mehnter; Denise Weber
Michael Duffy Carrie Akers
Patrick L. Eagan Robert and Mona Kolesar; Carl and Bonnie Spitznagel
Mathilda R. Fogarty Dave and Sara Kobelt
Joan Frapper Robert Frapper
Herren H. Freeman Nancy Lindemood; Rich, Ronda and Kim Murphy; Dr. Bruce Schwartz
Scott Gainer Ruth Gainer; Holly Kerby
Jeremy Gans Michelle Boodijeh; Margaret Buckles; David Collins;

Martha Crossland; Discount Drug Mart; Lesley Dunlop; Pat and Cathy Gannon; Sandra Gans; Jack Plata; Sandra Gans and The Preview Group; Steven Snyder
Frank Giannone; Violet Macieod
Beatrice “Bea” Gorsuch Ed Gorsuch
Anne Graham Margaret Trahiots
Dr. Carl Groppe, Jr J. Robert and Priscilla Horst; Donald Parisi; Rita Pencis
Meredith Hart Judith Gardner
William C. Harvey Lorraine Harvey
Margaret “Meg” Hatfield The Vana Family Foundation
James L. Hertvik Gay Baumgartner; Lauren, Matt, Adalyn and Cameron Petrusso; Travis and Mindy Ferguson
Dennis Hovan Jay and Jean Rounds
Jean Hudson Michael and Kim Katz
Robert and Patricia Huston Donna Romanko
Sharon Joseph-Livingston John Joseph
John Kalogaras Staci Becher; Robert Bialota; Marsha Coffman; Lisa Foos; Friends and Family and Lytkowski and Co.; Michael and Judith George; Joe Jurczyk; Rena Kalogaras; Linda, Gerard and the Speedo Team; Katie McCoy; Ron and Elizabeth Milkies, Bill Liota and everyone at Architectural Floors; Ron and Elizabeth Milkies; Miller’s Party Rental Center; Jim Presto; Dale and Sandy Sparber; Rick and Traci Stunek
Andrew Kascsak Robert and Holley Martens
Mike Keberdle Chuck and Donna Keberdle
Tom Kiczek Tom Kiczek Charitable Fund
Russell M. Kinkaid Bonnie Thomas; Mark D’Ambrosia
Tanya Landy Carol Bailey
Robert H. Lang Anonymous; Family and Friends at Metro Lexus; Pete Luudeke
Paul C. Lorko John Shepherd Madelyn and Fred Ludwig Deborah Ludwig
Nora Marshall Suzanne Marshall
Karl W. McCabe Osborne, Inc.
Thelma McFarlane Mark and Amanda Lisachan
Amanda McPheter Katherine Goss
Peter and Patricia Miller Andrew Miller
Robert J. Minarek Mary Ann Minarek
Andrew Grant Misener, D.V.M. Kenneth T. Misener
Becky Carson O’Neill Paul and Janet Ricchetti
Robert Paskowski Katherine Goss
John M. Piskura Alyce Weber
Piskura and the J&A Piskura Trust
Daniel Popovic, Jr Nancy L. Popovic
Jim Price Julius, Pam, Sandi, Mike, Jenn and Our Families
Stephanie Radwanski American Fence Company; Thomas Bodnar; Chystal Harris; The Helfike Family; Hudec Dental; Hudec Dental; Mark Pudlinski; Elizabeth Santo
Ingrid M. Regan Kimberly Regan and Alan Tarnowski
Rino Romeo Amanda Romeo
Dorothy Rudolph Connie Kostelnik
In Honor of Animal

All Our Nine APL Cats Richard and Jane Whitehead
Bean Adeline Millman
Benny Irene Kirschenbaum
Blackie Thomas Mosley
Bruce and Spike Barry and Debbie Delrock
Buster and Taz Phil and Dana Fastenau
Django Leon and Ageleke Zapis
Gato and Tiger Andy Francis
Goose Phil and Dana Fastenau
Griffin aka “Colby” Benjamin Schauf
Jinjy, Aubrey and Owen Avi and Courtney Holbrook Ben-Meir
Jo-Lo Linda Schneider
Kimmel Cats Don and Joan Kimmel
Lily Smedird Fund
Lola, Mugsy, Petey and Oliver Michael D. Reep, M. D. and Wyatt Clark
Marv Nicole Amato
Millie, Timmy and Misha Carrie Radovevich
Mirrors Sue Utley
Morgan Marge Cantlin
Ollie Scott and Carey Spencer
Penny Laura Kreiner
Scooter’s Mom Peter and Nancy Kole
Scooter’s Mom Peter and Nancy Kole
Smoke Sue Utley
Spice’s Birthday Kate Matthews and Jackie Cassara
Sweetie Walter Kremm
Ted Smith Aaron Smith
Teddy The P桅es
Tyke Jack Wilson and Carol Blixen
Willow Scott and Carey Spencer

In Memory of Animal

All of Our Animals Graham and Carol Hall
Bailey Anderson JLCO Team
Anya Judy Hunter
Baby Kitty Michael and Denise Merritt
Beau Michael and Denise Merritt
Nancy Hansen
Nancy Hansen
Pauline Kirk
Cassar

Buddy

Children’s Animal Foundation of Cleveland

Courtney Gazda for Christmas and Her Birthday Grandma and Grandpa Gazda and Foster

Dr. Michael and Mrs. Sara Glasenapp Gina Camarato; Jenna Sipus; Kathy Thomas

Robbyn Gordon Sisters of Charity Foundation of Cleveland

Dawn Hagler Den and Doreen Bruncak

Richard and Debbie Highman Amy Reed

Lauren Steve Utley

Jeannette Anthony Mitts and Susan Giftord

Buster, Pumpkin, Sparkle, Lucy, Clara, Cosette, Talker and Meira

Patrick Zohn

Buzz

Amy McDonald

Cat Dancing

Sue Utley

Charlie

Sue Utley

Chico

Angela Ruiz and David Cohen

Chip

Jeffrey Branche

Chow Chow

Andrea Peck

Cricket and Cika

Kimberly Regan and Alan Tarnowski

Dayton Cleveland

Sharon

Cleveland

Denali

John Werle

Dexter and John and Roseann Clough

Duchi Freeland Meibach

DeOliveira-Cochrane

Michael Ruffing

Eleanor

Michael and Denise Merritt

Elvis, Cash and Bunny

Jeffrey Knoll

Emerald

Eric and Elisabeth Kaiser

Felix and Cooper

Amanda Jenkins

Richard Fennessy

Nora Fennessy

Fred, Barney, Baxter and Buddy

Stephen and Robin Bracy

Geoffrey

Sue Utley

Harley, Michael and Timmy

Jean Fisher

Henry and Griffin

Laura & Dan HUDAK

Hug Sharon Harvey

Jacob and Toby

Robert Drake

Jenny

David Cohen and Angela Ruiz

Juno Schmittmeyer

John and Suzie Schmittmeyer

Maxwell Kasik

Marilyn Kasik

Kenai

Patrick Zohn

Kiki

Natalie Symon

Kitty (Rascal)

Jeff and Kathy Phillips

Kobe

Judy Hunter; Donna Largent

Koko

Susan Zitko

Lance

Katherine Kleinoven

Lilly

Eggretta

Marianne Eggrett

Louie

Michael and Denise Mikhail

Lucy Murphy

James and Lori Murphy

Lucy

Stanley Dus

Maggie

Anthony and Mary Futi

Maggie

Judith Stryffeler

Magic

Rebecca Silverstein

Marshall and Somer Owens

Oscar

Marshall

Maverick and Grace

Joe Silk

Maya

Jeffrey Cudnik

Maybelle

William B. Watterson and Melissa K. Richmond

Mia

Judy Hunter

Millie Murphy

James and Lori Murphy

Misty

Steve Kurrent

Molly

Nancy Hansen

Murphy and Chester

Kathy DiBiasio

Nadia and Duke

Bill and Kay

Rannells

Nancy and Lucy Parella

Gordillo and Mathur Families

Obi

Kate Matthews and Jackie Cassara

Olivia

Michael and Denise Merritt

Phoebe Snow

Margaret Stanard

Princess

David Cohen and Angela Ruiz

Puccini

Allan and Maria Wilkinson

Riley

Stacy Schmotzer

Rocky, Bullwinkle, Leo, Crisskers, Sheba, and Allie

Terri Shawhan

Rosie

Michael D. Reep, M. D. and Wyatt Clark

Rosie

Patrick Zohn

Roy

Laura Martin

Ruby Starr

Michael Ruffing

Rudy Dude

Murray and Connie Altose

Sammie

M. L. Hejra

Sammy

Genevieve L. Adamo

Sammy

Neal and Weslie Restivo

Scarlet

Katherine Pastryzk

Sebastian

Sheba, Tasha, and Olivia

Jenni Vlasavsky

Snoop and Whippet

William Walker

Stewart the Rabbit

Cynthia L. Slezak Charitable Fund

Sweets

Donna Bowman, Patches and Lucy

Tigger

The Carnes Family

Tyrene and E.J.

John and Angela Mago

Wally

Jennifer Tyner

Whiskers

Nora Fennessy

Willie

Nancy Stermer and Laura Sims

Wolfgang

Gilbert Gerstenberger

Woodly and Chuck

Michael C. Cohun

Zoey

Anthony and Mary Foti

In Honor of Individual

Roy Aukenman

Mary Pat Sullivan

Jaclyn Blume

Emilie Zasada

Mike Bodmann

Richard and Margaret Bodmann

Boris and Sophie

Lauren Hayes and Chris Cox

Dr. Ben Brouhard

Sue McMillan

Changes Salon, Inc.

Mary Blalock

Nancy Clough

Pouya Bina

Mary Ann and Richard Cobleintz

John and Beth Schuld

Sheffy, Mike and Lola Curran

The Zollingers

Nancy Dempsey

Robert and Sandra Dempsey

Karen Donley Hayes and Arnold Hayes

Greg and Elizabeth Donley

Arnold and Karen Hayes

Matthew Downie

Carolyn Downie

Michael Elewski

Jason Elewski

Sam and Cathy Farmakidis

Anne Farmakidis

Renee Farrar

Jynn Jaykule

Matt Finley and Beth Glass

Anita Solis-Cohen

Jim Freedman

Michael Priverita

Tom Ganley

Ken Ganley Auto Group

Courtney Gazda for Christmas and Her Birthday Grandma and Grandpa Gazda and Foster

Colton Gazda for Christmas Grandma and Grandpa Gazda and Foster

Foster

Dr. Michael and Mrs. Sara Glasenapp

Gina Camarato; Jenna Sipus; Kathy Thomas

Abby Gonella

Antoinette Payne

Robyn Gordon

Sisters of Charity Foundation of Cleveland

Dawn Hagler

Den and Doreen Bruncak

Richard and Debbie Highman

Amy Reed

Robert Highman

Amy Reed

Scott Highman

Amy Reed

Debbie Hubbard

James Bell

Josie Culver

Stephen Hardis

Katy and Family

Brian Figura

Annika Kelly

Harald Kingsland

Emily Kilduff

Christine Marinez

Joni Litchin

Alan E. Litchin

Betty Link

Diane Folkmann

Katie Matthews and Jackie Cassara

Friends at WAYCULS; Doug, Carrie, Ethan, Zach, Jacob and Avery Huey

Megan, Nettie, Charley and Carly

Mary Ellen Kelley

Sharon and Ken Mountcastle

Jay and Lisa Watts

Jane Nash’s 90th Birthday

David Nash

Jon Neuzil and Matt Willson

Pete and Barb Winney

Dr. David Newmarkwer

Joan Marsh; Judy Winstead

OverDrive Employees

OverDrive

Anne C. Parris

Carfagna Family - Magas Foundation

Glen and Veronica Peck

Beverly Peck

Amy Posch

JHC Family

Holly Reed

Amy Bircher

Alexis A. Reynolds

Curtis Reynolds

Irene Robinson

John and Chris Renick

Bob and Ellie Scheuer

Ms. Sara Scheuer

Karen Seccrest

Helen Jonozzo

Sir Charles, Princess Gracie and Their Parents Kristen and Stephen

James Wojtila

Brittany Bartel Taylor

Susan Rekowski

Emily Thomas

Rafid Fadul

Ann Thompson for Christmas

Wally and Andi Gazda and Foster

Tom Houng Suen

Joanne and Bill Waldron

Traci Nolan

Auntie Anne Z.

Maryellen Fedeli

Pam Zeleny

Belinda Cox
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Adopt • Protect • Love
CLEVELAND ANIMAL PROTECTIVE LEAGUE
ANNUAL CAGE SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM

( ) Yes, I would like to sponsor a cage at the Cleveland Animal Protective League.

Dog Cage Sponsorship: ☐ $1,800 per cage per year. ☐ $150 per cage per month.*

Cat Cage Sponsorship: ☐ $1,500 per cage per year. ☐ $125 per cage per month.*

Small Mammal Cage Sponsorship: ☐ $1,300 per cage per year. ☐ $108.33 per cage per month.*

*Payment by automatic monthly credit card is required for monthly commitments. See below.

Please print all information.

Name ____________________________ Address ____________________________
City __________________ State _______ ZIP ________________________________
Phone: Home ( ) ____________________ Work ( ) __________________________
Cell ( ) __________________________ E-mail Address: ________________________

☐ I am enclosing a check for $__________ made payable to the Cleveland APL.

☐ Please charge a one-time gift of $__________ to my ☐ Visa ☐ MasterCard ☐ Discover ☐ American Express

☐ Please charge a monthly gift of $__________ to my ☐ Visa ☐ MasterCard ☐ Discover ☐ American Express

By signing up for monthly credit card gifts, you authorize your cage sponsorship(s) to be automatically renewed each year until you cancel.

Account # ___________________________ 3 Digit Security Code ___________ Expiration Date ________________

Name as it appears on credit card __________________________

Donor name to appear on plaque: __________________________

This sponsorship is in ☐ honor or ☐ memory of ____________________________, who is a ☐ pet or ☐ person

Have questions or need assistance? Please contact Jenna Ogden, Annual Fund Manager, at (216) 255-5024 or JOgden@ClevelandAPL.org.

---

Become A Cage Sponsor!
Until They Find Their New Home and Family...

The Cleveland Animal Protective League lovingly cares for thousands of homeless, injured and abused animals each year. For some, their cage at the APL, complete with a warm bed, toys, plenty of food and water, and lots of TLC, is the only “home” they have ever known. For others, it's a temporary home until they find the love of another family. For all of them, it's the reason they're getting a second chance. Our annual cage sponsors bring hope and comfort to our animals while they wait for their future mom or dad to adopt them and take them home—permanently. We ask that you help us to provide all of the care and love they need while they are with us by becoming a cage sponsor.

Your cage sponsorship will be recognized with a plaque on a cage in our cat, dog or small mammal areas. You may choose to make your cage sponsorship in honor or in memory of a special pet or person or you may choose to advertise your business. Cage sponsorships are renewable every year.

At the Cleveland Animal Protective League, healthy, friendly animals stay with us until they are adopted. We all know a cage in a shelter is not a permanent home, but with your cage sponsorship, we can make it a temporary home away from home until they have one of their own by providing all the care that is needed—and that they so rightfully deserve.

For cage sponsorship opportunities please see above.

Van de Kamp was with us 11 months and 21 days. Adopted!
Walker was with us 6 months and 24 days. Adopted!
Peter Pan was with us 3 months and 10 days. Adopted!

---